David design introduce “Kind Of Blue Collection 2015” with celebrating of 9 new product!
Dd, the contemporary Scandinavian design company present the fourth collection since a
new management started out in 2012. The company continue with international designers
to develop, produce and distribute a premium brand of furniture, lightings and accessories
from some of the best designers in the world.

Dd Signature by Matti Klenell, Richard Hutten, Yenwen Tseng and Claesson Koivisto Rune.
First out from David design is a collection storage units to use solitary or together. A new
way to think of storage; Cabinets in many sizes and colours. Continue with a choose of
socket or legs. Finally choose the signature of the storage when completing with handles
from Claesson Koivisto Rune, Richard Hutten, Yenwen Tseng and Matti Klenell.

Dd Papyro by Cate & Nelson
The thought behind Papyro was to create an easy chair with one prominent feature - by repeating
two components we could create a family of three: a Low Chair, High Back and Chaise Lounge each following the movement of the body to provide comfort. All three models feature thin metal
legs and a thin shell that together create a timeless design that fits well into both public spaces and
home environments

Dd Quote by Yenwen Tseng
A wooden chip coming out of the wall with one round side for hanging clothes nicely is
the intuitive way of imagining a simple and practical hanger. It looks like a quotation mark
on a wall highlighting its content and in harmony with its surroundings when unused
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Dd Mint by Lars Hofsjö
Soft curves combined with a smooth comfortable seating. Mint will be your friendly companion
breaking from all traditional square design. Available as a stackable chair with solid frame or a
flexible chair with wheels.

Dd Field by Jonas Wagell
The starting point of this cushion project was an attempt to find an simplistic combination of
qualities, colours or fabrics to create a subtle unexpected pattern. The concept is combining two
sheets of textile and attaching them with assymetric seams displaced from the conventional
positions on the sides. By adding quilted seams in the fabric – like furrows in a field – the textile
direction is emphasized and creates a decorative pattern. Field is made with a removable cushion
cover with zip. Fabric Khaki in 100% Trevira CS (washable) or Plain Felt in 100% wool.

Dd Nordic by Alexander Lervik
Genuine Nordic craftmenship combined with modern technology results in this massive wooden
easy chair. The high backrest almost works like a room divider to create small intimate spaces
allowing at the same time to see through it and check whether it is occupied or not.
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Dd Lean by Daniel Enoksson.
A versatile sled-based chair intended to work alone as well as in large numbers either at home, at
the office or in a conference hall. It’s generous flexing backrest lets you lean back and relax in a
comfortable position. Lean is the perfect merger of technology and playfulness, with obvious
features of a sled-based volume chair that is stackable, linkable and flexible, but with a gracefully
curved seat and a back providing a gentle appearance. The chair is inspired by the simplicity and
aesthetics of old wooden chairs manufactured in the deepest forests of Småland.

Dd Trapezium by Yenwen Tseng
TRAPEZIUM is an easy stool with unique trapeziform seat and structure for stacking and multiple
arrangements. Its compact composition allows it to suit different occasions without taking too
much space. It could be in the hallway to help you put your shoes on, or in public spaces such as
museum for a short break and so on.

Dd Underline by Yenwen Tseng
UNDERLINE – for the things you don´t want to forget. A short and narrow wooden shelf for the
hallway. It takes as little space as possible and yet offers a place for personal belongings you bring
with you every day. Underlining the objects works as a reminder to make sure that people won’t
leave anything important behind.

All product images is available for downloading at www.daviddesign.se/info
Please welcome to visit us at Stockholm Furniture Fair, stand B01:13.
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